
Black "Stab-Loc" Breakers Cause Fire

It's been known for many decades that FPE Stab-loc BLACK breakers were a problem. 
Despite the fact that they are CSA approved, (Canadian Safety Standards), these 
breakers, when overloaded, have a possibly of not tripping when they were suppose 
to. Fortunately BLACK FPE breakers have not been manufactured since the 1990's.


When I was a 1st year apprentice training at NAIT, we use to take the old "stab-loc" 
BLACK breakers on the test bench and see how far we could load them before they 
would trip. We would load a 15 amp breaker to as much as 23 or 24 amps before it 
would trip. A 15 amp breaker is suppose to trip at 15 amps. The result was extremely 
hot wires and overheated breaker. 


Recently we did an inspection of a rental house in the city, and found a wire in the attic 
that had been overheated and had melted the outer covering. This we determined 
happened because the FPE "stab-loc" BLACK breaker allowed an overload. Because 
of it's failure to turn the power off during an overload, they came very close to having 
an attic fire.  


In the west end of Edmonton, there is a large split level house that had a fire. The 
insurance company determined it was caused by a "stab-loc" BLACK breaker failing to 
trip.


Arc fault breakers 

The FPE company does not not make the Arc Fault combination breakers required by 
todays new code. This means if you are renovating a kitchen or building a basement 
you are going to have extra unexpected expense because of this panel.


Robart Electrical Services Ltd. have for years, assisted home owners in removing the 
risk of fire, by upgrading these panels to a different manufacturer. If you see a listing 
with a FPE "stab-loc" panel, with BLACK breakers, please consider mentioning it to 
your buyers or have the problem eliminated prior to listing. Call me if you have any 
questions. 


Call for a free estimate to replace the exiting FPE panel. 

 


